Zero Project Call for Nominations 2024 on Inclusive Education and Technology

The Zero Project calls for nominations on Inclusive Education and technology solutions from around the world. The short form is ZeroCall24. From Malaysia to Djibouti, Norway to Argentina, the Zero Project searches for solutions that reduce barriers for persons with disabilities. These solutions can be on all levels of society and from all sectors. Zero Project presents the most innovative solutions to an international audience at the United Nations in Vienna, Austria. The goal is to connect people and solutions for a world with zero barriers.

Can you prove your solutions impact? It is innovative? No matter the size, is it scalable? Nominate by June 18th 2023 for #ZeroCall24

What solutions are we looking for?

- Inclusive Education solutions that allow persons with disabilities to access education across all ages: early childhood intervention, formal and non-formal education, vocational training, and education in emergency and disaster situations.
- Information and Communication Technology (short form is ICT) covers solutions like web accessibility, inclusive software, hardware, devices, and applications.
- We also encourage nominations from women with disabilities, and arts and culture solutions.

Want to know more?

- Detailed explanation of our topics
- Connection to the UN CRPD
- Examples of past Awardees
- Details on the selection process
- “How to” resources and FAQ
- Nomination form and portal at: zeroproject.org/zerocall24

#ZeroCall24 Timeline

- May 8, 2023 - #ZeroCall24 opens: You can now submit your nomination!
- Jun 18, 2023 - #ZeroCall24 closes: You cannot submit anymore.
- Jun-Sep 2023 - Selection process: Awardees are selected by a multi-step process including peer-review and feedback.
- Dec 3, 2023 - Awardees Announced: We name the Awardees on the United Nations International Day for Persons with Disabilities.

Why nominate your solution?

- A panel of experts and peer-reviewers evaluates, scrutinizes, provides feedback to your solution and selects the most outstanding practices and policies as the Zero Project Awardees 2024.
- As a Awardee you are invited to the annual Zero Project Conference at the United Nations in Vienna and can present your solution to an international network of policymakers, game-changers, innovators, foundations, and organizations.
- Through the Zero Project Conference and Network, as an Awardee you will have the chance to make connections, create partnerships, and scale your innovations globally.

The Zero Project is an initiative of the Essl Foundation. www.zeroproject.org

Email us: office@zeroproject.org